An exciting opportunity:
Are you looking for an exciting challenge? Are you ready to try
something new? If so we are looking for you.

We are looking for someone with drive, passion, determination and
the ability to lead a small team of 3 practitioners and a PAUSE co –
ordinator.

PAUSE, is a practice which was developed in Hackney, Cumbria were
fortunate in becoming a PAUSE partner. PAUSE supports women who
have had recurrent children removed from their care. PAUSE
supports women to make changes in their lives to enable women to
address their issues which are complex and often longstanding.
PAUSE does not support women to get their children back or support
them through family court procedures.

The practice in Cumbria is based in West Cumbria and works with
women in this area. The Practice has been running since 2017, and
has been very successful, there are 18 women fully engaged in the
practice, and there have been some fantastic outcomes achieved by
the women.

The current PAUSE practice lead is leaving. Therefore this
opportunity has arisen. Initially the post is until the end of March
2019. We are currently working on the sustainability of the practice,
the PAUSE practice lead is crucial in ensuring that the practice is
sustained and developed as a county wide model.

If you are interested in this exciting and innovative post please submit
an expression of interest outlining your skills and experience to fulfil
the role. Job and person specification are attached.

Please submit your expression of interest to Lesley Sanczuk, Senior
Manager at Lesley.sanczuk@cumbria.gov.uk. Expressions of interest
should be with me by the 29th October.

If you would like an informal discussion please drop me an email and
I will arrange to speak with you.

Thank you for taking the time to read this and I really look forward to
hearing from you.

Many thanks

Lesley.

